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PROACTIVE. PROFESSIONAL. PROVEN.
Our products clean. Our service shines. We are proud to serve you as one of Western
Canada’s largest full-service supplier and distributor of biodegradable cleaning products.

bbspro.ca
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we promise to deliver:

1

Professional, dependable results and same-day callbacks

2

Regularly scheduled service calls and itemized reports

3

Proactive onsite solutions

4

Fast, dependable emergency service 24/7 - 365 days a year

5

Monitoring costs and assessing environmental impact

Many companies overpromise when it comes
to service, but we aim to pinpoint your pain
points and deliver exactly what you need.

Proactive. Professional. Proven.
That’s BBSpro.

About BBSpro

about BBSpro
Our products clean. Our service shines.
We began formulating and manufacturing our specialized cleaning products in 1995 and have grown to become one
of Western Canada’s largest full-service suppliers and distributors of biodegradable cleaning products. We specialize
in implementing and servicing many kinds of cleaning and sanitation systems, providing dispensers, equipment, and
ongoing maintenance for a wide variety of clients in the food and beverage, hospitality, retirement living, residential
care facility, health, sports, commercial laundry, and industrial sectors. We are also Canada’s largest installer and service
provider of draft beer, wine, water and liquor systems, proudly serving the hospitality industry for over 25 years.
Once customers have experienced our level of service, they stay with us. Why? Quite simply, we never let them down. If
there’s a problem, they can reach us immediately and we’ll solve it – promptly. If we spot a potential problem during a
regular service call, we provide a solution… before it affects your operation.
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Beer Chemicals

beer chemicals

beer chemicals

CRAFT BEER HIGH ALKALI CLEANER

CRAFT BEER PERACETIC SANITIZER

CRAFT BEER HIGH ALKALINE is a concentrated liquid alkaline
solution designed to be used in beer line, wine line, and tanks
cleaning. It is chlorine free and is effective in killing bacteria,
molds, and yeast. Craft Beer High Alkaline is great with
removing odour, biofilms, and any residual contaminants in
beer lines.

CRAFT BEER PERACETIC SANITIZER is made with a concentrated
blend of peracetic acid, acetic acid, and hydrogen peroxide. It is
one of the most potent micro-biocidal cleaning chemicals available
and acts against organisms including aerobic and anaerobic
bacteria, molds, and other fungi that appear during the brewing
process. It is ideal in breweries as it’s fast acting, doesn’t foam,
requires minimal rinsing and is non-polluting to the environment.

Available Sizes
10L

20L

200L

Available Sizes
1,000L

10L

20L

200L

1,000L

CRAFT BEER ACID CLEANER

PROPYLENE GLYCOL

LEAK DETECTOR

CRAFT BEER ACID CLEANER is a concentrated
phosphoric acid and nitric acid blended
solution that is designed to be used in beer
line, wine line, and tank cleaning. It is effective
in removing inorganic solids including stains,
oxalates, beer stones, build-up, and any
deposits residual.

PROPYLENE GLYCOL is used by the chemical,
food, and pharmaceutical industries. As a food
additive, it aids in the processing of foods and
improves texture, flavor, appearance and shelf
life. Also used in industrial products like paint,
antifreeze, artificial smoke and e-cigarettes.
BBSpro supplies food safe grade PROPYLENE
GLYCOL.

LEAK DETECTOR is a highly concentrated
formula
designed
to
withstand
low
temperatures while quickly locating leaks in air
lines, gas lines, pressure tanks, cylinders and
valves.

Available Sizes

Available Sizes

Available Sizes

10L
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20L

200L

1,000L

4x4L

20L

200L

1,000L

20L

Dishwasher

dishwasher

Pre-Soak Products

pre-soak products

Detergent

SPS (SILVER PRE SOAK DETERGENT)

BEACON (SOLID SILVERWARE PRESOAK)

SPS is a heavy duty liquid detergent designed for use in
removing tough to clean soils on glasses, flatware and dishware
that are composed of silver. Use SPS by placing a piece of
aluminum foil flat on the bottom of a plastic bus pan and add 2
oz. SPS per gallon water. Place cutlery in bus pan and soak for
a minimum of 20 minutes. When solutions are cold or water
becomes soiled, rinse silver cutlery with fresh water.

BEACON is a concentrated solid silverware presoak detergent
with enzymes which softens and loosens dried-on foods,
guaranteeing removal of all food soils in the dish machine.
BEACON is dispensed through a unique dispenser, typically
the P4C4000 and R2U4000, to eliminate overuse. Excellent
performance in all water conditions. One capsule yields
approximately 760 gallons use solution.

Available Sizes

Available Sizes

2x3.5 lbs

1x4.75 lbs/case

detergent

EXCELL 150

EXCELL 155

EXCELL 150 is a heavy duty chlorinated powdered detergent
designed for use in high temperature dishwashing machines.
It is a good option for machines where a dispenser can’t be
installed. EXCELL 150 effectively removes tough to clean soils
on glasses, flatware and dishware. Not suitable for soft metals
such as aluminum and silver.

EXCELL 155 is a heavy duty non-chlorinated powdered detergent
designed for use in high temperature dishwashing machines or
as a cutlery presoak. EXCELL 155 effectively removes tough to
clean soils on glasses, flatware and dishware. Suitable for soft
metals such as aluminum and silverware.

Available Sizes

Available Sizes
10kg
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20kg

10kg

20kg

detergent

The below products are concentrated and designed to be dispensed directly to the
dishwasher through a BBSpro Chemical Dispenser and cannot be diluted manually.

EXCELL 205

EXCELL 210

EXCELL 205 is our entry level product and is ideal for small
locations that need a highly cost effective solution. EXCELL 205
is a heavy-duty liquid detergent designed for use in low and
high temperature dish washers and glasswashers. EXCELL 205
effectively removes tough to clean soils on glasses, dishware
and flatware in soft to medium hard water.

EXCELL 210 is a heavy-duty chlorinated liquid detergent
designed for use in high temperature recirculating dishwashing
machines. EXCELL 210 effectively removes tough to clean soils
such as tea and coffee on glasses, flatware and dishware in soft
to medium water conditions. Not suitable for soft metals such
as aluminum and silver.

Available Sizes

Available Sizes

4x4L

10L

20L

4x4L

EXCELL 215

EXCELL 235 is a heavy-duty liquid detergent designed for use in low
and high temperature dish washersand glass washers. EXCELL 235
effectively removes tough to clean soils on glasses, dishware and
flatware in all water conditions including hard water. EXCELL 235
provides extra strength in preventing scum forming. EXCELL 235
reduces the frequency to delime the machine. Not suitable for soft
metals such as aluminum and silver.

Available Sizes

Available Sizes
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10L

20L

EXCELL 235

EXCELL 215 is our most popular heavy duty liquid detergent. It is
designed for use in low and high temperature recirculating dish
washers and glasswashers. EXCELL 215 effectively removes tough
to clean soils on glasses, dishware and flatware in soft to medium
water conditions.EXCELL 215 is 33% more concentrated than
EXCELL 205 and is designed to neutralize high protein and fat build
up in machines.

4x4L

10L

20L

4x4L

10L

20L

Rinsing Products

rinsing products

The below products are concentrated and designed to be dispensed directly to the
dishwasher through a BBSpro Chemical Dispenser and cannot be diluted manually.

SUNBURST – SOLID PERFORMANCE DISHWASHER DETERGENT

VALUE RINSE

SUNBURST is designed for use in any low-temp or high-temp
machine. It removes heavy food soils fast and effectively,
strips stains off dishes and cuts coffee stains on contact. This
highly active, powerful detergent provides lower use cost and
superior effectiveness in hard water resulting in clear, spot free
dishes. This product is ideal for locations where you are space
constrained.

VALUE RINSE is our entry level product and is ideal for small
locations that need a highly costeffective solution. It is a
blend of high strength wetting agents and foam suppressants
designed to eliminate spotting, promote flash drying of wares
and reduce wash tank foam levels allowing for maximum
cleaning power.

Available Sizes

Available Sizes
4x4L

4 x 8 lb capsules per case

PRODI 202

PRODRI 205 is our most popular rinse aid. It is a concentrated
blend of high strength wetting agents and foam suppressants
designed to eliminate spotting, promote flash drying of glasses
and dishes and reduce wash tank foam levels allowing for
maximum cleaning power. The product has been formulated to
be effective in both low and high temperature machines.

Available Sizes

Available Sizes
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10L

20L

PRODI 205

PRODRI 202 is a concentrated blend of high strength wetting
agents and foam suppressants designed to eliminate spotting,
promote flash drying of wares and reduce wash tank foam
levels allowing for maximum cleaning power. It is designed for
low and high temperature machines.

4x4L

10L

20L

4x4L

10L

20L

Sanitizers

rinsing products

The below products are concentrated and designed to be dispensed directly to the
dishwasher through a BBSpro Chemical Dispenser and cannot be diluted manually.

PRODRI 210

PRODRI 215 [PARTNER PRODUCT EXCEL 235]

PRODRI 210 has been specifically
formulated as a concentrated High
Temperature Rinse Agent. PRODRI 210
is a concentrated blend of high strength
wetting agents and foam suppressants
designed to eliminate spotting, promote
flash drying of wares and reduce wash
tank foam levels allowing for maximum
cleaning power. At temperatures below
150 ⁰ F foaming may occur.

PRODRI 215 has been specifically formulated
as a rinse agent for hard water conditions.
PRODRI 215 is a concentrated blend of high
strength wetting agents, foam suppressants
and mineral reducers designed to eliminate
spotting, promote flash drying of wares and
reduce wash tank foam levels. The acid in
the product helps neutralize the hard water
minerals. Prodri 215 can be used in both
low and high temperature machines.

Available Sizes

Available Sizes

4x4L

10L

20L

4x4L

10L

SUNBURST CLARITY
[PARTNER TO SUNBURST DETERGENT]
SUNBURST CLARITY For customers using
Sunburst Solid Performance this is the
partner solid rinse aid. Sunburst Clarity
provides the ultimate in performance
and cost effectiveness for low and high
temperature dishwashers. Sheeting action
inhibits the formation of water spots. It is
effective in all water conditions. The product
is made from 100% active raw materials with
no water or fillers added.

Available Sizes
1x5 lbs/case

20L

sanitizers

LT SANITIZER 6% OR 9%

IOSAN

LT Sanitizer 6% is a chlorine sanitizer designed for use in low
temperature dish machines. LT Sanitizer 9% is a heavier duty
chlorinated sanitizer. Both products provide quality results for
energy-efficient warewashing. This product is effective in all
water conditions. Not suitable for softmetals such as aluminum
and silver.

IOSAN is our most popular sanitizer for low temperature
glasswashers. It is an iodine based sanitizer and rinsing agent
for low- temperature glass washers as it is non corrosive and
leaves glasses spot free.

Available Sizes

Available Sizes

4x4L
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10L

20L

4x4L

10L

20L

Grassroot Product Line

grassroots
product line
Give your business the green light.
With growing environmental awareness and ongoing regulatory changes, balancing the needs of business and the
environment is becoming increasingly important. And we have the right solutions for you. Our line of eco-sensitive
Grassroots products has been specially formulated to meet national standards for green products and will enhance
environment and worker safety. All Grassroots products comply with all regulations as recommended by Green Seal
and Environmental Choice. They are 100% water soluble and biodegradable.
We know there are many ‘green’ products out there, but here is what’s different about ours: they work as well as
our regular products. We guarantee it. If you don’t think so, we’ll exchange it or give you your money back.

grassroots

GR#1 MULTIPURPOSE CLEANER
Grassroots #1 Multi-purpose Cleaner is a heavy-duty water-soluble degreaser with natural cleaning
power and is designed to remove heavy soils and greases in a wide range of hard surface cleaning
applications. Effectively used for cleaning walls, floors, a large variety of food services equipment and
in general building maintenance. Word of Caution: Multi-Purpose Cleaner may etch aluminum.
Uses: Counter tops, Tables Legs, and Floors

Available Sizes
1L EZ Measure

4L

4x4L

10L

20L

GR#2 READY-TO-USE DISINFECTANT
Pre-diluted from Grassroots #2 Disinfectant, this ready-to-Use disinfectant is a quaternary-based
disinfectant that is used to disinfect non-porous surfaces directly without any further dilution. Used in
hospitals, institutions, food processing and industrial environments, it is a one-step disinfectant that is
effective against a broad spectrum of microbes, including the COVID-19 virus.
Uses: Tables, Meat Slicers, Counters, Food prep areas, 3rd Sink Sanitizer

Available Sizes
12x1L

4L

4x4L

10L

20L

GR#2 DISINFECTANT
Grassroots #2 Disinfectant (DIN: 02410613) is a concentrated quaternary based disinfectant that is
used to disinfect non-porous surfaces directly. Used in hospitals, institutions, food processing and
industrial environments, it is a one-step disinfectant that is effective against a broad spectrum of
micro-organisms. of bacteria, is fungicidal and will prevent the growth of mould and mildew when
used as directed.
Uses: Tables, Meat Slicers, Counters, Food prep areas, 3rd Sink Sanitizer

Available Sizes
1L EZ Measure

4L

4x4L

10L

20L

GR#3 CONCENTRATED GLASS CLEANER
Grassroots #3 Concentrated Glass Cleaner is a fast, easy-cleaning solution is versatile enough to use on
appliances, kitchen and bathroom surfaces, windows, mirrors, glass tabletops, and more. The special
ammonia free formula has no harsh smell, just a fresh, clean scent. Grassroots #3 Concentrated Glass
Cleaner will not streak, haze or leave a film. It easily cuts even the toughest grease marks.
Uses: Glass Surfaces and Light Duty Cleaning

Available Sizes
1L EZ Measure
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4L

4x4L

10L

20L

grassroots

GR#4 DEGREASER
Grassroots #4 Degreaser is an extra heavy-duty water-soluble degreaser designed to remove heavy
soils and greases in a wide range of hard surface cleaning applications. Effectively used for cleaning
walls, floors, a large variety of industrial equipment and in general building maintenance.
Uses: Floors, Ovens, Walls

Available Sizes
1L EZ Measure

4L

4x4L

10L

20L

GR#5 CUTLERY PRESOAK
Grassroots #5 Cutlery Presoak is a heavy-duty liquid detergent designed for use in removing tough to
clean soils on glasses, flatware and dishware. Penetrates and lifts the toughest greasy food soils. It is
specifically designed for cleaning soft metals such as silverware.
Uses: Presoaking Cutlery

Available Sizes
4x4L

10L

20L

GR#6 POT & PAN DETERGENT
Grassroots #6 Pot and Pan Detergent removes burnt-on, baked-on food and grease. Penetrates and
lifts the toughest greasy food soils, including the yellow or black buildup that develops on pots and
pans over time. Use detergent on dishes, stoves, ovens, and grills.
Uses: Hand, Dish, Pan and Pot Washer

Available Sizes
4x4L

10L

20L

GR#7 BIOLOGICAL FLOOR CLEANER
Grassroots #7 Biological Floor Cleaner is a concentrated liquid bacterial enzyme designed to be used
on floors and any other hard surface to digest and liquefy organic waste, grease and food by-products.
It is non-toxic, non-acidic, non-alkaline, non-pathogenic and 100% ecologically safe.
Uses: No Rinse Floor Cleaner

Available Sizes
4L
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4x4L

10L

20L

grassroots

GR#8 TUB & TILE CLEANER
Grassroots #8 Tub and Tile Cleaner is used on vinyl surfaces, china toilets, porcelain surfaces, sinks,
plastic shower curtains/liners, ceramic tiles, grout lines, and vanity tops. It is water based and has no
toxic chemicals. Grassroots #8 Tub and Tile Cleaner is non-flammable. It can be washed down the
drain without causing damage.
Uses: Toilet, Urinal, Tub and Shower Tile Cleaner

Available Sizes
4x4L

10L

GR#9 NEUTRAL FLOOR CLEANER
Grassroots #9 Neutral Floor Cleaner is a heavy-duty water-soluble biodegradable cleaner that has no
toxic chemicals and is designed to remove soils and greases in a wide range of hard surface cleaning
applications. It has a zero flash point so is non-flammable and can be washed down the drain without
causing damage.

Available Sizes
10L

GR#10 – BIOLOGICAL GREASE DIGESTER
Grassroots #10 Biological Grease Digester is a concentrated liquid biological solution designed to be
used drain lines, greases traps and septic tanks to digest and liquefy organic waste, grease and food
by-products.

Available Sizes
4x4L

10L

GR#12 – OVEN CLEANER
Grassroots #12 Grassroots Oven Cleaner is formulated to remove tough greasy build ups in institutional
and commercial kitchens. It is designed to clean grease and carbon from hoods, ovens, grills, broilers,
deep fryers, etc. Its thickened formula clings to vertical surfaces and hard-to-reach areas.

Available Sizes
4x4L
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Laundry Chemicals

laundry chemicals

Liquid Laundry Destainer

liquid laundry destainer

AQUA BRITE
AQUABRITE is a highly concentrated chlorine laundry destainer used for whitening, brightening
and destaining laundry all in one step. The highly active agent makes AQUABRITE ideal for cotton,
perma-press and most synthetic material blends.

Available Sizes
10L

20L

ENVIRO BRITE
ENVIRO BRITE is a highly concentrated Hydrogen Peroxide based laundry stain remover used for
whitening and brightening laundry all in one step. The highly active agent makes ENVIRO BRITE
ideal for cotton, perma-press and most synthetic material blends.

Available Sizes
10L

20L

200L

SPOTTING KIT
The Laundry stain removing package contains 4x1L spot removers. You can choose one of each
product or two or more of a particular product. Spray-on directly over stain, wait 10 minutes
before washing (at least 20 minutes for PROTEIN PLUS in order for the enzymes to break down
organic soil)

SOLVENT PLUS

PROTEIN PLUS

RUST PLUS

ALKA PLUS

Neutral pH solvent based
stain remover engineered to
target a wide range of stains
including: cooking oil, lipstick,
shoe polish, motor oil grease,
make-up, tar suntan oil,
crayon etc.

Enzymatic
stain
remover
engineered to target: blood,
cosmetics, ketchup, wine, food
beverages, candy, soil on cuff/
collar, vomit

Oxidizing
stain
remover
engineered to target: rust,
metallic marks, tea, coffee

High pH alkaline stain remover
engineered to target: lipids
such as grease, cooking oil,
and other organic oils.
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Liquid Laundry Detergent

liquid laundry detergent

Powder Laundry Detergent

LAUNDRY XP
LAUNDRY XP is a highly concentrated laundry detergent designed with highly active detergents, soil
suspending surfactants and emulsifiers that make LAUNDRY XP ideal for cotton, perma-press and
most synthetics material blends. Laundry XP is ideal for hospitality and healthcare facilities.

Available Sizes
10L

20L

PRO 100
PRO 100 is a concentrated laundry break builder that prepares the wash by raising the pH of wash water.
It is designed to accelerate the washing process by allowing fabric pores to open up and release entrapped soil
particles. It also helps break down lipid particles such as grease, fat and oil by a process called saponification,
which turns insoluble lipids into soap. Specially formulated with water softeners to promote high speed cleaning
and assist in free rinsing of soils. PRO 100 is effective when used in a break step or when combined with a
detergent to produce a complete wash process. For commercial applications should be used in conjunction
with Laundry XP.

Available Sizes
10L

20L

RELEASE
RELEASE LIQUID LAUNDRY DETERGENT is a highly concentrated laundry detergent containing enzymes
along with biodegradable surfactants and emulsifiers that make RELEASE LIQUID LAUNDRY DETERGENT
ideal for cotton, perma-press and most synthetics material blends.

Available Sizes
10L

20L

powder laundry detergent
POWERBRITE 365
POWER BRITE 365 is a high quality powdered laundry detergent designed especially for heavy soils. The
combination of highly active detergents, soil suspending surfactants and emulsifiers make POWER BRITE
365 an ideal detergent for cotton, perma-press and most synthetics material blends. POWER BRITE 365 out
performs most common laundry detergents by as much as five times.

Available Sizes
10kg

20kg

POWERBRITE 454
POWER BRITE 454 is a highly concentrated laundry detergent designed especially for heavy institutional
soils. The combination of highly active detergents, soil suspending surfactants and emulsifiers make
POWER BRITE 454 and ideal detergent for cotton, perma-press and most synthetics material blends.

Available Sizes
20kg
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Liquid Laundry Pre-Soak

liquid laundry pre-soak

Liquid Laundry Softener and Neutralizer

PRO BOOST
PRO BOOST is a highly concentrated laundry booster designed with two active detergent emulsifiers
and a citrus solvent that makes it an ideal addition for heavy oily and greasy soils. PRO BOOST is an
excellent product for use on cotton, perma-press and most synthetic material blends.

Available Sizes
10L

20L

liquid laundry softener and neutralizer

SUSTAIN
SUSTAIN is a highly concentrated laundry softener designed especially for softening laundry. The
highly active agents make SUSTAIN ideal for cotton, perma-press and most synthetic material blends.
SUSTAIN prevents the growth of bacteria and imparts a fresh fragrance and fluffy linen.

Available Sizes
10L

20L

SUSTAIN II
SUSTAIN II is a highly concentrated laundry sour and softener designed especially for neutralizing
alkali residue and softening laundry all in one step. The highly active agents make SUSTAIN II ideal for
cotton, perma-press and most synthetic material blends. SUSTAIN II prevents the growth of bacteria
and imparts a fresh fragrance and fluffy linen.

Available Sizes
10L
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20L

Kitchen

kitchen

Cutlery Presoaks

cutlery presoaks

Degreasers

GR#5 – CUTLERY PRESOAK
Grassroots #5 Cutlery Presoak is a heavy duty liquid detergent designed for use in removing tough to clean
soils on glasses, flatware and dishware. Penetrates and lifts the toughest greasy food soils. It is specifically
designed for cleaning soft metals such as silverware. All of our Grassroots products comply with all regulations
as recommended by Green Seal and Environmental Choice. They are 100% water soluble and biodegradable.

Available Sizes
4x4L

10L

20L

SPS – SILVER PRE-SOAK DETERGENT
SPS is a heavy duty liquid detergent designed for use in removing tough to clean soils on glasses,
flatware and dishware that are composed of silver.

Available Sizes
4x4L

10L

ATLAS CL
Atlas CL is a powdered product used for cleaning and sanitizing walls, floors and a large variety of food
services equipment and in general building maintenance. Not suitable for use on softmetals such as
aluminum and silver.

Available Sizes
10kg

20kg

degreasers

EZ MEASURE DEGREASER

FRYER KLEEN

GREASE-LIGHTNING

EZ-MEASURE DEGREASER is an extra heavy
duty water soluble degreaser designed
to remove heavy soils and greases in
a wide range of hard surface cleaning
applications. Effectively used for cleaning
walls, floors, a large variety of industrial
equipment and in general building
maintenance.

FRYER KLEEN is a powdered cleaner used
to remove grease and residue from deep
fat fryers and other greasy equipment.
FRYER KLEEN is a high alkali product
with metal protecting agents and water
conditioners. Word of Caution: Avoid use
on aluminum and painted surfaces.

Grease-lightning is a non-corrosive and
non-flammable solvents based degreaser.
Made with a blend of surfactants and
biodegradable solvent, Grease-lightning
is both safe and eco-friendly. Greaselightning is formulated to penetrate the
toughest grease from hoods, ovens, grills,
broilers, deep fryers, etc.

Available Sizes

Available Sizes

Available Sizes

It is packaged in 1L easy,
measurable bottle

10kg
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4x1L

12x1L

degreasers

GR#10 – BIOLOGICAL GREASE DIGESTER

GR#12 – OVEN CLEANER

Grassroots #10 Biological Grease Digester is a concentrated
liquid biological solution designed to be used drain lines,
greases traps and septic tanks to digest and liquefy organic
waste, grease and food by-products. All of our Grassroots
products comply with all regulations as recommended by
Green Seal and Environmental Choice. They are 100% water
soluble and biodegradable.

Grassroots #12 Grassroots Oven Cleaner is formulated to
remove tough greasy build ups in institutional and commercial
kitchens. It is designed to clean grease and carbon from hoods,
ovens, grills, broilers, deep fryers, etc. Its thickened formula
clings to vertical surfaces and hard-to-reach areas.

Available Sizes

Available Sizes

4x4L

10L

20L

4x4L

detergent

PRO-VENT

RASCAL

PRO-VENT is formulated to remove tough greasy build-ups in
institutional and commercial kitchens. Use PRO-VENT to clean
grease and carbon from air vents, canopies and hoods, etc.

RASCAL is formulated to remove tough greasy build-ups in
institutional and commercial kitchens. Use RASCAL to clean
grease and carbon from hoods, ovens, grills, broilers, deep
fryers, etc.

Available Sizes

Available Sizes
4x4L
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10L

20L

4x4L

10L

Oven Cleaners

oven cleaners
GR#12 – OVEN CLEANER
Grassroots #12 Grassroots Oven Cleaner is formulated to remove tough greasy build ups in institutional
and commercial kitchens. It is designed to clean grease and carbon from hoods, ovens, grills, broilers,
deep fryers, etc. Its thickened formula clings to vertical surfaces and hard-to-reach areas. All of our
Grassroots products comply with all regulations as recommended by Green Seal and Environmental
Choice. They are 100% water soluble and biodegradable.

Available Sizes
4x4L
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Multipurpose Cleaners

multipurpose cleaners

GR #1 – MULTIPURPOSE CLEANER
Grassroots #1 Multi-purpose Cleaner is a heavy duty water soluble degreaser with natural cleaning
power and is designed to remove heavy soils and greases in a wide range of hard surface cleaning
applications. Effectively used for cleaning walls, floors, a large variety of food services equipment
and in general building maintenance. All of our Grassroots products comply with all regulations
as recommended by Green Seal and Environmental Choice. They are 100% water soluble and
biodegradable. Word of Caution: Grassroots Multi-Purpose Citrus Cleaner may etch aluminum.

Available Sizes
1L EZ Measure

4L

4x4L

10L

20L

GR#10 – BIOLOGICAL GREASE DIGESTER
Grassroots #10 Biological Grease Digester is a concentrated liquid biological solution designed to be
used drain lines, greases traps and septic tanks to digest and liquefy organic waste, grease and food
by-products. All of our Grassroots products comply with all regulations as recommended by Green
Seal and Environmental Choice. They are 100% water soluble and biodegradable.

Available Sizes
4x4L
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10L

Floor Cleaner

floor cleaner

GR#7 – BIOLOGICAL FLOOR CLEANER

GR#9 – NEUTRAL FLOOR CLEANER

Grassroots #7 Biological Floor Cleaner is a concentrated liquid
bacterial enzyme designed to be used on floors and any other
hard surface to digest and liquefy organic waste, grease and food
by-products. Grassroots #7 Biological Floor Cleaner will help to
eliminate foul odors, suspended solids and is non-toxic, nonacidic, non-alkaline, non-pathogenic and 100% ecologically safe.

Grassroots #9 Neutral Floor Cleaner is a heavy duty water
soluble biodegradable cleaner that has no toxic chemicals and
is designed to remove soils and greases in a wide range of hard
surface cleaning applications. It has a zero flash point so is nonflammable and can be washed down the drain without causing
damage. Grassroots #9 Neutral Floor Cleaner will not streak,
smear, haze, discolor or leave a film.

Available Sizes

Available Sizes

4L
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4x4L

10L

20L

10L

Other Kitchen Products
Descaler
Fruit Flies

Food

other kitchen products

DRAIN CLEANER

LIQUID LIGHTENING

LIQUID LIGHTENING is a concentrated liquid drain cleaner designed to be used in drain lines, greases
traps and septic tanks to break-up and liquefy organic waste, grease and food by-products. LIQUID
LIGHTENING will help to eliminate foul odours, suspended solids and is non-toxic.
Word of Caution: This product needs to be handled with extreme care.

Available Sizes
4x1L

12x1L

DESCALER

DEE-LIME

DEE-LIME is an industrial descalent specially formulated to rapidly remove scale build from hard water.
Use DEE-LIME to descale dish machines, coffee urns, ice machines, etc.

Available Sizes
20L

10L

4x4L

FRUIT FLIES

200L

ZAP

ZAP is a liquid designed to control fruit flies, flies, mosquitoes, gnats and small flying moths in food
service areas, restaurants and bars. Best results are achieved with a consistent well designed sanitation
program and when good insect control preventative practices are used. The chemical design of ZAP
targets cell proteins in larvae and works as a true preventative product by eliminating insects from the
larvae stage. You will start to see results in the first 24 hours and using ZAP as part of your ongoing pest
control program will continue to limit the amount of flying insects in your location.

Available Sizes
4x1L

FOOD

SPLASH – PERACETIC ACID FOOD SANITIZER

SPLASH is a blend of sanitizers that will control bacteria on fruits and vegetables in order to reduce
waste and spoilage. SPLASH reduces the risk of contamination and assists in meeting high sanitation
standards. SPLASH leaves no residue.

Available Sizes
10L
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20L

Hand, Body and Hair Care

hand, body & hair care

Soap
Hand Sanitizers

Body and Hair Shampoo

soap
LUMISEPT

LUMISEPT (LUMINESS) is an antiseptic hand cleaning foam. It is formulated with NO harsh abrasives,
alkalis or solvents and produces foam in hard or soft water conditions.

Available Sizes
4x4L

KRUSH’R (INDUSTRIAL HAND CLEANER)
Our #1 selling industrial hand cleaner. Waterless heavy duty hand cleaner hand cleaner designed with
premium hand conditioners and moisturizers. Contains cosmetic grade pumice.

Available Sizes
4x4L

hand sanitizers
TERIMIST
TERIMIST is an alcohol (75% isopropyl) based hand rub sanitizer that has been made in accordance with
the World Health Organization standards. Termist can rapidly and effectively kill 99.9% of pathogens
on the hands. It dries quickly and doesn’t leave a sticky residue. Terimist comes with a citric scent but
can also be sold unscented for large orders.

Available Sizes
118ml

250ml

500ml

1L

4x4L

10L

20L

TERIGEL
TERIGEL is an alcohol (75% isopropyl) based hand sanitizer with an added naturally derived thickener
that has been made in accordance with the World Health Organization standards. Terigel can rapidly
and effectively kill 99.9 % of pathogens on the hands.

Available Sizes
250ml

500ml

1L

4x4L

10L

20L

body & hair shampoo
PRO SPA
PRO SPA is designed for use as a hand, body and hair shampoo. It is formulated with no harsh abrasives,
alkalis or solvents and produces a foam in hard or soft water conditions.

Available Sizes
4x4L
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Housekeeping and Janitorial Products

housekeeping &
janitorial products

Bathroom Cleaners

bathroom cleaners

PROVIROX

KLEAN FRESH

PROVIROX is a combination acid cleaner and hydrogen
peroxide based sanitizer that will leave no residue and is
biodegradable. When used in general bathroom cleaning and
sanitization, PROVIROX is effective removing dirt, green stains
and hard water deposits on porcelain and ceramic surfaces.
PROVIROX is non-toxic and contains no harsh abrasives, alkalis
or petroleum solvents.

KLEAN FRESH is a heavy duty all-purpose cleaner and degreaser
formulated with a high-performance quaternary sanitizer. When
used as directed KLEAN FRESH penetrates through greases,
spills, fatty deposits and dirt to clean and sanitize floors, walls
and all hard surfaces.

Available Sizes

Available Sizes

4x4L

10L

20L

TUB & TILE

4x4L

10L

LIQUID LIGHTENING

TUB & TILE CLEANER is a combination cleaner and stain remover
that will remove dirt, green stains and hard water deposits on
porcelain and ceramic surfaces without leaving a residue. It
also contains a quaternary sanitizer that will disinfect surfaces.
TUB & TILE CLEANER is biodegradable.

LIQUID LIGHTENING is a concentrated liquid drain cleaner
designed to be used in drain lines, greases traps and septic
tanks to break-up and liquefy organic waste, grease and food
by-products. LIQUID LIGHTENING will help to eliminate foul
odours, suspended solids and is non-toxic. Word of Caution:
This product needs to be handled with extreme care.

Available Sizes

Available Sizes

4x4L
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10L

20L

4x1L

12x1L

Toilet Cleaners

toilet cleaners

Odour Control Products

PROBOWL
PROBOWL is an acid disinfectant bowl cleaner that kills odor causing bacteria. Powerful enough to
eliminate all toilet bowl and urinals of hard water deposits and rust stains. Easy to use, PROBOWL
leaves a fresh after scent.

Available Sizes
4x4L

10L

20L

200L

odour control products

PRO-FRESH
PRO-FRESH and PRO-FRESH EXTRA are concentrated disinfectant deodorizers used for odour control in
enclosed areas such as kitchens, bedrooms, bathrooms, laundries, garbage cans and cars.

Available Sizes
10L

BIFF-E CNC (ODOUR CONTROL - PORTABLE TOILETS)
BIFF-E CNC is a heavy-duty odour controller and sanitizer for use in portable toilets. BIFF-E CNC is a
dual action antibacterial product that has been fortified with a high performance quaternary that will
help reduce and remove odour-causing bacteria and allow for longer use of the toilet fluid.

Available Sizes
4x4L

10L

20L

200L

1,000L

DUMPSTER DEODORIZER
DUMPSTER DEODORIZER is a heavy-duty odour controller and sanitizer for use in dumpsters, garbage
can and any other areas where refuse may be stored. DUMPSTER DEODORIZER is an antibacterial
product that has been fortified with a high performance deodorizer that will help reduce and remove
odour-causing bacteria and allow for longer use of the container. For best results DUMPSTER
DEODORIZER should be used at a minimum every two weeks.

Available Sizes
10L
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20L

200L

1,000L

All Purpose Cleaners
Carpet Cleaner

Glass Cleaner

all purpose cleaners
GR #1 – MULTIPURPOSE CLEANER
Grassroots #1 Multi-purpose Cleaner is a heavy duty water soluble degreaser with natural cleaning
power and is designed to remove heavy soils and greases in a wide range of hard surface cleaning
applications. Effectively used for cleaning walls, floors, a large variety of food services equipment
and in general building maintenance. All of our Grassroots products comply with all regulations
as recommended by Green Seal and Environmental Choice. They are 100% water soluble and
biodegradable. Word of Caution: Grassroots Multi-Purpose Citrus Cleaner may etch aluminum.

Available Sizes
4L

4x4L

10L

20L

KLEAN FRESH
KLEAN FRESH is a heavy duty all-purpose cleaner and degreaser formulated with a high-performance
quaternary sanitizer. When used as directed KLEAN FRESH penetrates through greases, spills, fatty
deposits and dirt to clean and sanitize floors, walls and all hard surfaces.

Available Sizes
4x4L

10L

carpet cleaner
CARPET PRO 103
CARPET PRO 103 is designed for cleaning heavily soiled carpeted areas in cars, trucks, kitchens, living
rooms, dens and dining rooms. CARPET PRO 103 will penetrate grease, oil, fat and release them from
the surface.

Available Sizes
4x4L

10L

20L

glass cleaner
GR#3 – CONCENTRATED GLASS CLEANER
Grassroots #3 Concentrated Glass Cleaner is a fast, easy-cleaning solution is versatile enough to use on
appliances, kitchen and bathroom surfaces, windows, mirrors, glass tabletops, and more. The special
ammonia free formula has no harsh smell, just a fresh, clean scent. Grassroots #3 Concentrated Glass
Cleaner will not streak, haze or leave a film. It even cuts the toughest greasy soil easily.

Available Sizes
4L
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4x4L

10L

20L

Floor Cleaners

floor cleaners

GR #1 – MULTIPURPOSE CLEANER
Grassroots #1 Multi-purpose Cleaner is a heavy duty water soluble degreaser with natural cleaning
power and is designed to remove heavy soils and greases in a wide range of hard surface cleaning
applications. Effectively used for cleaning walls, floors, a large variety of food services equipment and
in general building maintenance.

Available Sizes
4L

4x4L

10L

20L

GR#7 – BIOLOGICAL FLOOR CLEANER
Grassroots #7 Biological Floor Cleaner is a concentrated liquid bacterial enzyme designed to be used
on floors and any other hard surface to digest and liquefy organic waste, grease and food by-products.
Grassroots #7 Biological Floor Cleaner will help to eliminate foul odors, suspended solids and is nontoxic, non-acidic, non-alkaline, non-pathogenic and 100% ecologically safe.

Available Sizes
4x4L

10L

20L

GR#9 – NEUTRAL FLOOR CLEANER
Grassroots #9 Neutral Floor Cleaner is a heavy duty water soluble biodegradable cleaner that has no
toxic chemicals and is designed to remove soils and greases in a wide range of hard surface cleaning
applications. It has a zero flash point so is non-flammable and can be washed down the drain without
causing damage. Grassroots #9 Neutral Floor Cleaner will not streak, smear, haze, discolor or leave
a film.

Available Sizes
10L
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Industrial Chemicals

industrial chemicals

Aluminum Cleaner

aluminum cleaner

ALUBRITE 801

ALUBRITE 807

It is well know that oxide films form on the surface of aluminum when
exposed to the atmosphere. The surface of aluminum will accordingly
become eroded and lose its lustre.

ALUBRITE 807 is a heavy duty high foaming aluminum
cleaner and brightener that provides a medium hard finish to
oxidized aluminum. Specially formulated with highly active
biodegradable solvent and detergents. ALUBRITE 807 quickly
penetrates and removes exhaust deposits, oils and films while
brightening aluminum.

#1 Best Seller - ALUBRITE 801 is an extra heavy duty aluminum cleaner
and brightener that provides a medium hard finish to oxidized aluminum.
Specially formulated with highly active biodegradable detergents and high
concentrations of mineral acids. ALUBRITE 801 quickly penetrates and
removes exhaust deposits, oils and films while brightening aluminum. Not
suitable for use on glass or polished rims.

Available Sizes
20L
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200L

Available Sizes
1,000L

20L

200L

1,000L

Concrete Removers

concrete removers

CON GONE

CON OFF

CON GONE is a heavy duty cleaner that will remove concrete,
exhaust deposits, oil and road film while brightening aluminum
finishes. Specially formulated with highly active biodegradable
detergents and mineral acids.

Con Off is a concentrated liquid cement remover that contains
no harsh chemicals and is safer than using conventional acid
removers. Con Off contains surfactants to assist in faster
penetration and removal and is completely biodegradable and
non-toxic. Con Off is cost effective as there is less damage to the
surfaces being cleaned and it reduces the chances of time lost
due to worker injury.

Available Sizes

Available Sizes

20L

36

200L

1,000L

20L

200L

1,000L

Concrete Removers

concrete removers

CON OFF X

REMOVE

Con Off X is an extra concentrated liquid cement remover that
contains no harsh chemicals and is safer than using conventional
acid removers. Con Off X contains surfactants to assist in faster
penetration and removal and is completely biodegradable and
non-toxic. Con Off X is 35% more concentrated than regular
Con Off.

REMOVE is a concentrated liquid cement remover that is safer
than using conventional acid removers. REMOVE contains
surfactants to assist in faster penetration and removal and
is completely biodegradable and non-toxic. REMOVE is cost
effective as there is less damage to the surfaces being cleaned
and it reduces the chances of time lost due to worker injury.

Available Sizes

Available Sizes

20L

200L

1,000L

20L

200L

1,000L

CEMENT REMOVER INHIBITOR

RELEASE AGENT

CEMENT REMOVER INHIBITED is a concentrated conventional
acid cement remover that assist in faster penetration and
removal.CEMENT REMOVER INHIBITED can be used in foaming
and spray systems to give longer contact time on vertical
surfaces and with a garden sprayer or bucket and brush
method.

RELEASE AGENT is an economical and fast acting agent for
general use in coating concrete mounds and concrete form
release. It is specially formulated with severely hydro treated
paraffin, which results in less staining of the concrete and helps
tolerate freezing conditions during storage and transportation.

Available Sizes

Available Sizes

20L
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200L

1,000L

20L

200L

1,000L

Equipment Cleaners

equipment cleaners

GRASSROOTS INDUSTRIAL CLEANER

KOMPLEET

GRASSROOTS INDUSTRIAL CLEANER is an extra heavy-duty
water soluble degreaser designed to remove heavy soils and
greases in a wide range of hard surface cleaning applications.
Effectively used for cleaning walls, floors, a large variety of
industrial equipment and in general building maintenance.

KOMPLEET is a clear, blue liquid detergent designed to quickly
emulsify and suspend road soils without friction. KOMPLEET
contains wetting agents,alkaline builders which dissolve and
remove road film. KOMPLEET is safe on all types of surfaces
when used as directed. KOMPLEET contains no harmful solvents
and is completely biodegradable.		

Available Sizes

Available Sizes

20L

200L

1,000L

20L

200L

1,000L

KOMPLEET CNC

PRO-LIFT

KOMPLEET CNC is a clear, blue liquid detergent designed
to quickly emulsify and suspend road soils without friction.
KOMPLEET CNC contains wetting agents, alkaline builders,
which dissolve and remove road film. KOMPLEET CNC is safe
on all types of surfaces when used as directed, contains no
harmful solvents and is completely biodegradable.

PRO-LIFT is a heavy-duty biodegradable liquid cleaner designed
for cleaning hard surfaces. PRO-LIFT effectively removes tough
to clean soils on glass, metal, painted wood and plastics.

Available Sizes

Available Sizes

20L

38

200L

1,000L

10L

20L

Industrial Hand Cleaner

industrial hand cleaner

Hard Surface Cleaners

KRUSH’R (INDUSTRIAL HAND CLEANER)
Our #1 selling industrial hand cleaner. Waterless heavy duty hand cleaner hand cleaner designed with
premium hand conditioners and moisturizers. Contains cosmetic grade pumice.

Available Sizes
4x4L

hard surface cleaners
KRACK’R JACK
Extra heavy duty powdered shop floor cleaner fortified with two powerful biodegradable solvents and
soil penetrating surfactants that cut through the heaviest ground-in greases, oils and industrial soils.
Regular use of KRACK’R JACK cleans deep into the pores of concrete and masonry floors leaving a fresh
pine fragrance.

Available Sizes
20kg

200kg

PROBOWL
PROBOWL is an acid disinfectant bowl cleaner that kills odor causing bacteria. Powerful enough to
eliminate all toilet bowl and urinals of hard water deposits and rust stains. Easy to use, PROBOWL
leaves a fresh after scent.

Available Sizes
4x4L
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10L

20L

200L

Multipurpose Cleaners

multipurpose cleaners

KLEAN FRESH

PROBRITE 222

KLEAN FRESH is a heavy duty all-purpose cleaner and degreaser
formulated with a high-performance quaternary sanitizer. When
used as directed KLEAN FRESH penetrates through greases,
spills, fatty deposits and dirt to clean and sanitize floors, walls
and all hard surfaces.

PROBRITE 222 is an extra heavy-duty water-soluble degreaser
designed to remove heavy soils and greases in a wide range of
hard surface cleaning applications. Effectively removes baked
on engine greases, carbon black, oils, exhaust deposits and
many other types of soils associated with industrial cleaning
maintenance.

Available Sizes

Available Sizes

4x4L
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10L

20L

200L

1,000L

Truck and Wash Detergents

truck & wash detergents

BRAKE BLAST
BRAKE BLAST is a bulk brake and parts cleaner formulated to effectively remove asbestos dust, brake
fluid, oils, greases and other soils. It will thoroughly wet and wash all areas when cleaning and quickly
evaporate leaving no residue. BRAKE BLAST can be used on all types of brake equipment and will not
adversely affect brake parts or pads.

Available Sizes
20L

200L

CLEAN TOUCH INDUSTRIAL VEHICLE WASH
CLEAN TOUCH is a maximum concentration liquid detergent specially designed for cloth/bristle
brushes and manual vehicle washing applications.

Available Sizes
20L

200L

KONTACT
KONTACT is a clear, red liquid detergent designed to quickly emulsify and suspend road soils without
friction. KONTACT contains wetting agents, alkaline builders, which dissolve and remove road film.
KONTACT is safe on all types of surfaces, contains no harmful solvents and is completely biodegradable.

Available Sizes
20L
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200L

1,000L

truck & wash detergents

KONTACT CNC

MAGIC BLUE

KONTACT CNC is a clear, red liquid detergent designed to
quickly emulsify and suspend road soils without friction.
KONTACT CNC contains wetting agents, alkaline builders,
which dissolve and remove road film. KONTACT CNC is safe
on all types of surfaces, contains no harmful solvents and is
completely biodegradable.

MAGIC BLUE is a high foam, maximum concentration, liquid
detergent specially designed for cloth/bristle brushes and manual
vehicle washing applications. MAGIC BLUE is normally applied
directly on brushing equipment by a central feed system (hydro
minder or low-pressure diaphragm pump). MAGIC BLUE is highly
concentrated: one liter of MAGIC BLUE is equivalent to four liters of
most premium car wash detergents

Available Sizes

Available Sizes

20L

200L

20L

1,000L

100L

200L

PROBRITE 108

PROBITE 255

OCEAN READY WASH

PROBRITE 108 is a high performance
pressure washing and steam-cleaning
compound formulated for quick soil
removal on the toughest cleaning jobs.
Advanced water conditioners combined
with the most up to date cleaning
surfactants delivers proven cleaning
results on all types of transportation
vehicles.

PROBRITE 255 is a high foaming
concentrated detergent designed for
use in manual and foam gun washing of
equipment and vehicles. Ideal for foam
cleaning applications.

OCEAN BLUE is a high foaming
concentrated detergent designed for
use in manual washing of equipment
and vehicles. Ideal for foam cleaning
applications.

Available Sizes

Available Sizes

Available Sizes

20L

42

200L

1,000L

20L

200L

1,000L

20L

200L

1,000L

Industrial Degreasers

industrial degreasers

PROBRITE 218
PROBRITE 218 is an extra heavy-duty water-soluble degreaser designed to remove heavy soils and
greases in a wide range of hard surface cleaning applications. Effectively removes grease, blood, oils,
food deposits and many other types of soils associated with industrial cleaning maintenance.

Available Sizes
20L

200L

1,000L

PROBRITE 222
PROBRITE 222 is an extra heavy-duty water-soluble degreaser designed to remove heavy soils and
greases in a wide range of hard surface cleaning applications. Effectively removes baked on engine
greases, carbon black, oils, exhaust deposits and many other types of soils associated with industrial
cleaning maintenance.

Available Sizes
20L

43

200L

1,000L

Contact Us
#270 - 19358 96th Ave.
Surrey, BC V4N 4C1
604-420-4305
Toll Free: 1-877-420-4305
customerservice@bbspro.ca
www.bbspro.ca

